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I.  INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF TESTIMONY 1 

Q. Please state your name and position. 2 

A. My name is David Berry.  I am Executive Vice President – Strategy and Finance of Clean 3 

Line Energy Partners LLC (“Clean Line”).  Clean Line is the ultimate parent company of 4 

Rock Island Clean Line LLC (“Rock Island”), the Petitioner in this proceeding.   5 

Q. Have you previously submitted prepared testimony and exhibits in this proceeding? 6 

A. Yes, I have previously submitted (1) prepared direct testimony, dated October 10, 2012, 7 

which is identified as Rock Island Exhibit 10.0, and supporting exhibits identified as 8 

Rock Island Exhibits 10.1 through 10.11; (2) supplemental direct testimony, dated 9 

November 27, 2012, identified as Rock Island Exhibit 10.12; (3) additional supplemental 10 

direct testimony dated December 18, 2012, identified as Rock Island Exhibit 10.13; and 11 

(4) rebuttal testimony dated August 20, 2013 (and corrected on October 2, 2013), 12 

identified as Rock Island Exhibit 10.14 Revised, and supporting exhibits identified as 13 

Rock Island Exhibit 10.15 through 10.25 (including Exhibit 10.19 Revised which was 14 

corrected on November 5, 2013).    15 

Q. What is the purpose of this surrebuttal testimony? 16 

A.  I am responding to the rebuttal testimonies of Commonwealth Edison (“ComEd”) 17 

witnesses Ms. Lapson and Mr. Naumann; Illinois Landowner Alliance (“ILA”) witness 18 

Dr. Gray; and Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”) Staff witnesses Mr. 19 

Rashid and Mr. Zuraski.  In support of my surrebuttal testimony, I am presenting a total 20 

of four additional exhibits identified as Rock Island Exhibits 10.27 through 10.30, which 21 

were prepared under my supervision and direction.  22 
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II.   RESPONSE TO ELLEN LAPSON 23 

A.  Rock Island’s Capability to Finance the Project 24 

Q.  Is it your position, as Ms. Lapson claims, that “to demonstrate financial capability 25 

in order to obtain a CPCN is an impossible burden?”  (ComEd Ex. 5.0, lines 266-26 

268)   27 

A. No.  My position is that Rock Island can demonstrate financial capability for purposes of 28 

receiving a certificate of public convenience and necessity (“CPCN”) by setting forth a 29 

credible financing plan supported by evidence in this proceeding.  Consequently, 30 

definitive financing agreements need not and should not be a required condition to 31 

receive a CPCN.  I detail this position in previous testimony, and my position is 32 

unchanged.1  Ms. Lapson’s continued view, on the other hand, seems to be that only 33 

definitive financing agreements can prove financial capability for purposes of a CPCN.  34 

Yet as I discussed in prior testimony, such a test is impossible to pass for Rock Island or 35 

any merchant transmission line.2   36 

Q. Does Ms. Lapson explain how it would in fact be possible for Rock Island or any 37 

merchant transmission developer to enter into definitive financing agreements prior 38 

to receiving a CPCN?  39 

A. No.  In the response to a data request issued by Rock Island to ComEd, Ms. Lapson states 40 

that: 41 

a project receiving “binding financing commitments” prior to the project’s 42 
receipt of all required permits or authorizations is contrary to practice in 43 
the financial marketplace. In Ms. Lapson’s experience, any financing 44 
commitments from investors for a project prior to receiving all regulatory 45 
approvals would be a conditional commitment rather than a binding 46 

                                                 
1 Rock Island Ex. 10.14 Revised, lines 510-530, 655-680, 805-814. 

2 Rock Island Ex. 10.14 Revised, lines 504-509. 
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commitment. That is, the commitment would be contingent upon the 47 
receipt of the required approvals in a form satisfactory to the investor.3 48 

Ms. Lapson admits that binding financing commitments for the Project must follow, and 49 

cannot precede, the receipt of regulatory approvals such as a CPCN from the 50 

Commission.  She does suggest a “conditional commitment” might be possible, but I 51 

have explained previously why such a commitment is not feasible or economical at this 52 

time.4  What Rock Island does possess at this time are two strong investors, National Grid 53 

USA and ZAM Ventures LP, who are capable of making further investments when the 54 

Rock Island Project meets permitting and other development milestones.  Further, as I 55 

discuss below, Rock Island has gauged the level of investor interest in the Project, and 56 

several potential investors, lenders and arrangers have stated their opinion in writing that 57 

Rock Island can finance the Project successfully.   58 

Q. In her rebuttal testimony, Ms. Lapson suggests that her application of the financial 59 

capability standard is not impossible because a developer could obtain “committed 60 

financing from its parent or sponsors.” (ComEd Ex. 5.0, lines 276-280)  Is her 61 

assessment correct? 62 

A. No.  The relationship between equity investors and lenders, on the one hand, and the 63 

company developing the project, on the other hand, is beside the point. Affiliated 64 

investors evaluate risks around their investment in the same basic way as unaffiliated 65 

investors and lenders.  For projects like the Rock Island Project that have no guarantee of 66 

cost recovery from captive retail customers through the ratemaking process, equity 67 

investors and lenders must have a reasonable assurance that their investment can be 68 

recovered before they commit to build a project.  This level of assurance cannot exist 69 

                                                 
3 ComEd Response to Rock Island Request 4.10. 

4 Rock Island Ex. 10.0, lines 754-774. 
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without (1) knowing the approved route of the project; (2) having the necessary 70 

regulatory approvals; (3) knowing the structures the project is allowed to install; and (4) 71 

obtaining survey access along the approved route—all of which are outcomes of a CPCN 72 

proceeding.  These outcomes determine the nature of the project for which an equity 73 

investor or lender provides capital.  Without knowing the nature of an investment, no 74 

investor, related or not, can definitively commit to make it.   75 

Q. Ms. Lapson contends that your use of precedent transactions to demonstrate the 76 

credibility of your financing plan is a “logical fallacy.”  What is your response? 77 

A. Ms. Lapson states that “examples of successful project finance funding for some prior 78 

unrelated projects does (sic) not prove that all projects in general or this project in 79 

particular can rely on receiving project financing on acceptable terms.”5 While I agree 80 

with Ms. Lapson that the relevance of precedent depends on the degree of similarity 81 

between the precedent transactions and the project being financed, I cannot agree that the 82 

twelve independent transmission financings I cite in Rock Island Exhibit 10.16 are 83 

“unrelated” to Rock Island’s financing.  Like the Rock Island Project, all of the 84 

transactions in Exhibit 10.16 were structured such that the borrower or equity issuer was 85 

a company that owned only assets associated with the specific transmission project or 86 

projects financed.  All of the financings relied only on the revenues from a particular 87 

project or group of projects, rather than a broad rate base of assets.  Finally, all of the 88 

financings were independent transmission lines constructed in the United States that 89 

successfully reached financial close and commercial operation.   90 

The examples cited in Rock Island Exhibit 10.16 offer relevant precedent because 91 

they demonstrate that independently financed transmission lines, including merchant 92 

transmission lines like the Project, can be successfully financed.  By contrast, Ms. Lapson 93 

                                                 
5 ComEd Ex. 5.0, lines 41-44. 
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has not produced even a single example of a transmission line that obtained the necessary 94 

permits but was not successfully financed.  This failure cannot be explained by Ms. 95 

Lapson’s statement that “it is difficult to obtain information about projects that received 96 

funding or those that failed to be funded,” particularly considering her long career in 97 

project finance.6   98 

While Ms. Lapson is correct that there is no publicly available database of project 99 

finance successes and failures, transmission lines cannot be developed in secret.  100 

Merchant transmission lines must file requests in the interconnection queue, and the 101 

status of the studies is posted on the website of the relevant regional transmission 102 

organization (“RTO”).  Interconnection agreements, the culmination of the RTO 103 

interconnection process, are filed at FERC.  Further, as a condition of receiving 104 

negotiated rate authority from FERC, merchant transmission lines must commit to do a 105 

broad and public notice to potential customers.7  An even higher level of transparency 106 

applies to cost-allocated transmission lines, which appear in publicly available 107 

transmission plans filed with FERC and are subjected to broad public comment and 108 

review.  Any transmission line, whether merchant or cost-allocated, which seeks 109 

financing in earnest must first go through an extensive and public permitting process, 110 

such as this CPCN proceeding, whose documents are available to the public.  If a 111 

transmission line had gone through the necessary interconnection studies, planning 112 

process, or permitting process, but then failed to obtain the necessary financing, it would 113 

be readily discoverable by Ms. Lapson and others.   114 

                                                 
6 ComEd Ex. 5.0, lines 287-288. 

7 As an example, in its application for negotiated rates, Rock Island committed to FERC to provide public 
notice of its open season in trade publications and on Rock Island’s web site.  Application of Rock Island 
Clean Line LLC for Authorization to Sell Transmission Services at Negotiated Rates, Docket No. ER12-
365-000, pp. 33-35 (November 8, 2011). 
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Q. Please respond to Ms. Lapson’s assertion that the distinction between “rate 115 

recovery” and “capacity sales” transmission lines will drive the success of project 116 

financing.   117 

A. Both “rate recovery” and “capacity sales” lines like the Project have demonstrated 118 

success in raising capital.  Hundreds of billions of dollars of infrastructure projects—119 

power plants, natural gas pipelines, natural gas storage facilities, even airports and 120 

ports—have been financed on the basis of private contracts or leases like Rock Island’s 121 

capacity sales agreements.  All contracts of this type do have counterparty credit risk 122 

which needs to be managed appropriately.  But as private contracts, they are not subject 123 

to substantial political or regulatory risk.  In my rebuttal testimony, I used the rating 124 

agencies’ criteria cited in Ms. Lapson’s direct testimony to explain why the transmission 125 

capacity and service contracts into which Rock Island will enter are a suitable basis for 126 

financing parties to support construction of the Project.8     127 

Q. Why are Rock Island’s customers unlikely to default on transmission service 128 

contracts with Rock Island?  129 

A: Without transmission service, wind generators cannot sell energy, capacity or RECs.  130 

Their basic choice is to pay Rock Island for transmission service or give up all revenue 131 

from their wind farms.  For this reason, transmission service is the last, or one of the last, 132 

obligations upon which a generator would default.  Even if a lender foreclosed on a 133 

generation project, its financial self-interest necessitates continuing to make payments on 134 

transmission service.   135 

  The other possibility is that Rock Island’s transmission customers are utilities, 136 

power marketers or retail electric suppliers who buy the power generated by the wind 137 

farms connected to the Project.  Power purchasers are accustomed to demonstrating and 138 

                                                 
8 Rock Island Ex. 10.14 Revised, lines 315-351. 
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maintaining creditworthiness.  These entities generally have established credit ratings and 139 

routinely enter into long-term contracts to support their businesses.  Further, power 140 

purchasers have a strong incentive not to default on their transmission service with Rock 141 

Island.  Without Rock Island’s service, they would have no ability to move the purchased 142 

power to a location where it can be used or resold.  The value of the energy purchased 143 

from the wind farms critically depends on use of the Project. 144 

Q. Does the possibility of default by a transmission service customer at a future date 145 

mean Rock Island cannot finance the Project? 146 

A. No.  Equity investors and lenders will evaluate the prospects of a future default before 147 

they commit to fund the Project.  This evaluation will occur before financing agreements 148 

are signed, and therefore before Rock Island complies with the Staff condition around 149 

financing agreements, discussed below.  If, at a later date, one or more customers do 150 

default, it would not result in an incomplete project or losses imposed on retail ratepayers 151 

or the public, as I discuss in more detail below.  Nor would it mean Rock Island is 152 

incapable of financing the Project—the Project would already have been financed.   153 

Q: In the unlikely event Rock Island’s customers do default, what are the 154 

consequences? 155 

A: Rock Island will have a portfolio of customers, which diversifies our credit risk and 156 

reduces the impact of a single default.   Even if one or more customers defaults, Rock 157 

Island can still collect revenue from the remainder of its customers.  Further, even if a 158 

customer does temporarily fail to make transmission service payments, it will still need to 159 

use the Rock Island Project to deliver its power to market.  The customer would be forced 160 

to negotiate a new contract with Rock Island and continue to make payments to Rock 161 

Island.  This would be true even if the original wind generator customer has sold the 162 

assets to a new owner or the wind generation facility has been taken over by creditors.   163 
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In the event of a default, the Project already would have been financed and built, 164 

and any losses from lower revenues would be absorbed by Rock Island’s investors and 165 

lenders.  As a result, Rock Island’s investors and lenders would earn a lower return than 166 

expected, or experience a longer payback on their investment in the Project.  Under Rock 167 

Island’s merchant model, private capital, not the public, absorbs the risk of a transmission 168 

customer’s default. 169 

Q. Ms. Lapson states that Rock Island’s plan to impose creditworthiness standards or 170 

require additional credit support from transmission customers only protects Rock 171 

Island for “short periods of a month to perhaps six months.”  (ComEd Ex. 5.0, lines 172 

147-150)  Do you agree? 173 

A. No.    The creditworthiness of a customer, as measured by financial metrics like ratio of 174 

debt to equity, or by a credit rating, indicates its ability to meet both short-term and long-175 

term obligations.  Additional credit support in the form of a letter of credit or guarantee 176 

from a more creditworthy entity applies to all liabilities under a transmission service 177 

agreement, including long-term liabilities from a default.  Ms. Lapson’s unstated 178 

assumption seems to be that the amount of a letter of credit or parent guarantee would 179 

cover only short-term transmission payments.  But this is not the case.  Under long-term 180 

commercial agreements such as power purchase agreements, it is common for generators 181 

to post credit support commensurate with the totality of their payment obligations, not 182 

just for their obligations for the next one to six months.   183 

Q. Have you confirmed your opinion that the Rock Island Project can be successfully 184 

financed with other knowledgeable people? 185 

A. Yes.   I regularly discuss the Rock Island project with lenders, investors and financial 186 

advisors.  Several of these parties have provided written opinions that Rock Island can 187 

successfully finance the Project.  It is in our own self-interest to assure we can finance the 188 
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Project successfully.  If we were not convinced of this, we would not spend the millions 189 

of dollars necessary to obtain the permits and achieve the other development milestones 190 

necessary to raise project financing.  Nor would our investors have committed the 191 

substantial amounts of capital they have provided for our development efforts.   192 

Q. Is Rock Island’s financing plan to construct the Project dependent on additional 193 

investments from Clean Line’s existing investors? 194 

A. No.  The financing plan I have described in this proceeding is not dependent on 195 

additional investments in the construction phase from Clean Line’s existing investors.  196 

Nevertheless, the presence of experienced sponsors will be helpful in raising capital for 197 

the Project.  Clean Line’s investors, especially National Grid USA, have a track record of 198 

backing successful energy infrastructure projects.  The ability of these investors to make 199 

additional investments in the Project provides another option for financing the 200 

construction of the Project.   201 

Q. Are the qualifications of Rock Island’s management relevant to the viability of Rock 202 

Island’s financing plan? 203 

A. Yes, our experience demonstrates that we are aware of the requirements of project 204 

lenders and investors and we know how to develop the Project so that its construction can 205 

be successfully financed.  However, I do agree with Ms. Lapson that the presence of an 206 

experienced management team will not substitute for other prerequisites, such as receipt 207 

of the necessary permits and signing the necessary transmission service agreements.9   208 

B.  Effectiveness of Commission Staff’s Financing Condition 209 

Q. Ms. Lapson suggests that the financing condition Rock Island agreed to with 210 

Commission Staff does not appropriately protect against adverse consequences.  In 211 

particular, Ms. Lapson is concerned that the Staff condition does not protect the 212 
                                                 
9 ComEd Ex. 5.0, lines 161-164. 
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public from cost overruns or delays in completion. (ComEd Ex. 5.0, lines 209-214)  213 

What is your response?   214 

A. The financing condition does not change the fact that Rock Island and its investors, not 215 

the public, will bear the risk and would incur the losses from any overruns or delays.  216 

This is a perfect example of what Mr. Naumann described in his direct testimony, that 217 

“merchant transmission facilities, in appropriate circumstances, can protect customers 218 

from costs by imposing risks on private investors who voluntarily assume them.”10 219 

The Commission can be confident in the diligence of the private capital markets 220 

to protect appropriately against overruns and delays.  As Ms. Lapson’s previous 221 

testimony indicates, lenders and investors perform extensive due diligence into a project 222 

budget, construction contracts, and execution plan.11  They will not finance 100% of the 223 

estimated cost of a project without an extremely high level of assurance that the project 224 

can be completed with the financing resources in place, including an appropriate 225 

contingency reserve.  Revenue will only begin once the Project is completed.  As such, 226 

Rock Island’s investors will be highly motivated to have the Project completed, even if it 227 

entails a lower return or larger investment than originally expected.   228 

Q.   Ms. Lapson claims that if the Commission grants a CPCN with the Staff financing 229 

condition, “[l]andowners would have the value or salability of their properties 230 

depressed for several years by the pending project.” (ComEd Ex. 5.0, lines 218-220) 231 

What is your response? 232 

A. This is a generic objection that has been made with respect to many proposed 233 

transmission lines and could be made of transmission lines which ComEd or other 234 

utilities wish to build.  Ms. Lapson cites no evidence and provides no explanation for her 235 

                                                 
10 ComEd Ex. 1.0 Revised, lines 201-203. 

11 ComEd Ex. 2.0, lines 180-204. 
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position.  She ignores the simple fact that a CPCN does not grant Rock Island the right to 236 

install a transmission line.  No encumbrance is created on a landowner’s property until 237 

Rock Island enters in an easement agreement and pays the landowner for the use of his or 238 

her property.  This compensation should and will be sufficient to compensate for the 239 

potential inconveniences Ms. Lapson discusses.  As discussed by my colleague Mr. 240 

Detweiler, this compensation package for a limited easement (not for full ownership of 241 

the right-of-way) is likely equal to or more than the fee value of the underlying land.  In 242 

the event the Project is not constructed, landowners who had signed easement agreements 243 

will be able to keep the compensation Rock Island has paid to them.  Those landowners 244 

who may not have entered into easement agreements will not have had their land 245 

encumbered. 246 

Q. What about Ms. Lapson’s claim that the financing condition does not protect Rock 247 

Island’s customers? 248 

A. In previous testimony, I explain why Rock Island’s customers are protected by the 249 

condition, and my position remains the same.12  To summarize, Rock Island’s customers 250 

will know definitively if the construction of the Project is financed well before they ever 251 

make any major capital commitments to build wind farms, and they will not pay for 252 

transmission service before the Project has been completed. 253 

Q. Does Ms. Lapson respond to your prior testimony on this topic? 254 

A. No.  Instead she misinterprets my response to ComEd Data Request 6.02.  The request 255 

asked me if I agreed that a transmission customer is always harmed if a transmission 256 

provider fails to provide service.  Rock Island Exhibit 10.27 is a copy of my response.  257 

Nowhere do I say or even implicate, as Ms. Lapson suggests, that Rock Island’s 258 

customers will be “actively pursuing other transmission arrangements in order to protect 259 

                                                 
12 Rock Island Ex. 10.14 Revised, lines 176-189. 
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themselves against the possibility that Rock Island will fail to fund or that its sponsors 260 

will fail to carry through with the project.”13   In fact, my response to the ComEd data 261 

request does not even mention the Rock Island Project, nor did ComEd’s discovery 262 

request.  My response does mention that the degree of harm depends on “[w]hether the 263 

transmission customer makes financial or other commitments in anticipation of receiving 264 

transmission service that is not ultimately provided,”14  which is fully consistent with my 265 

position on this topic as stated in prior testimony, summarized above. 266 

Q. What is your response to Ms. Lapson’s claim (ComEd Ex. 5.0, lines 223-224) that 267 

the financing condition does not protect ComEd from wasting efforts to plan the 268 

Project’s interconnection?  269 

A. ComEd must study the Project’s interconnection through the PJM process as part of its 270 

obligations under the PJM Open Access Transmission Tariff and as a FERC-regulated 271 

open access transmission provider.  The timeframe and process to plan the 272 

interconnection is set by PJM under FERC oversight, not the Illinois Commerce 273 

Commission.  Further, Rock Island must pay for the cost of its interconnection studies 274 

under the PJM Tariff.  Rock Island, not ComEd or PJM, pays for the ComEd and PJM 275 

staff time, along with the cost of any retained consultants, to perform the necessary 276 

studies. 277 

Beyond Ms. Lapson’s misunderstanding about who pays for planning the 278 

Project’s interconnection, her criticism is at odds with Mr. Naumann’s position in this 279 

proceeding.  Mr. Naumann insists that ComEd, together with PJM, should finish planning 280 

the Project’s interconnection prior to Rock Island receiving a CPCN.   Ms. Lapson now 281 

argues that ComEd would waste resources planning the Project’s interconnection if Rock 282 

                                                 
13 ComEd Ex. 5.0, lines 256-259. 

14 Rock Island Response to ComEd Data Request 6.02. 
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Island receives a CPCN.  Ms. Lapson and Mr. Naumann advance conflicting positions 283 

about the sequence of the Project’s receipt of the CPCN and the planning of the Project’s 284 

interconnection, and ComEd cannot have it both ways.   285 

Q. What about Ms. Lapson’s claim that the Staff condition will not protect the 286 

Commission against wasting resources reviewing the Project? 287 

A. According to Ms. Lapson, the proper order of operations is that first, the Commission 288 

should deny Rock Island’s Petition in this proceeding; second, Rock Island should obtain 289 

definitive financing commitments; and third, Rock Island should re-file for a CPCN at a 290 

later date.  Setting aside the impossibility of this sequence, a wholly new proceeding with 291 

additional rounds of motions, testimony and discovery would result in administrative 292 

waste for the Commission.  By contrast, granting Rock Island’s CPCN now subject to the 293 

Staff financing condition would minimize the demand on resources from the Commission 294 

and its Staff. 295 

C.   Other Issues in Ms. Lapson’s Testimony 296 

Q. Why has Rock Island structured itself as a single-purpose limited liability company 297 

(LLC) with no other businesses or assets other than the Project? 298 

A. This is a very typical structure which is commonly used for generation and transmission 299 

development.  All of the project finance transactions I have worked on used single 300 

purpose LLC’s, as did most of the transactions listed in Rock Island Exhibit 10.16.  301 

Another example of an entity developing a transmission line through a single purpose 302 

LLC is Poseidon Transmission LLC, which is developing an HVDC line in New York 303 

State with the backing of ComEd’s sister company, Exelon Transmission Company.  304 

Calling single purpose LLC’s a “shell” company is an inflammatory description of a 305 

widely used and accepted practice which Ms. Lapson surely encountered dozens of times 306 

in her career.  In fact, as I discussed in my rebuttal testimony, project finance investors 307 
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typically require that an entity not have other businesses or liabilities and own only assets 308 

related to the project being financed.15  This requirement is also described by the credit 309 

ratings agency criteria which Ms. Lapson attached to her direct testimony.16 310 

Q. Ms. Lapson claims you quoted her prior FERC testimony out of context and that 311 

only ratebased assets from regional plans provide broad public benefits by 312 

connecting renewable energy to load centers.  What is your response? 313 

A. The context of Ms. Lapson’s FERC testimony is that she testified in support of several 314 

PJM utilities’ requests that FERC should grant them higher returns on rate-based 315 

transmission assets.  In that proceeding, Ms. Lapson argues that transmission investment 316 

benefits consumers and the public by among other purposes, “allowing environmentally 317 

beneficial renewable power resources to be connected to load,” which is the fundamental 318 

purpose of the Rock Island Project.17  Ms. Lapson now claims that only projects approved 319 

by PJM for regional cost allocation, not merchant transmission lines like the Project, 320 

convey the benefits she describes.  Essentially, her position is that connecting renewable 321 

energy resources benefits the public if paid for through regional cost allocation, but the 322 

benefits disappear if the transmission developer pursues a merchant business model.  But 323 

in fact, merchant transmission lines convey even larger benefits.  Funding transmission 324 

expansion without recovering the costs through charges to retail customers, which is 325 

Rock Island’s model, is a more favorable outcome for the public.   326 

                                                 
15 Rock Island Ex. 10.14 Revised, lines 365-373. 

16 Standard and Poor’s Ratings criteria, ComEd Exhibit 2.06, p. 8. 

17 Lapson PEPCO Testimony, p. 8: lines 7-14. 
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III.   RESPONSE TO STEVEN NAUMANN 327 

A. Validity of Rock Island’s Benefits Studies 328 

Q. In his rebuttal testimony, Mr. Naumann lists a number of alleged technical concerns 329 

with the Project.  To what extent do these alleged concerns impact the benefits 330 

studies performed by Rock Island in this proceeding? 331 

A. In the context of Rock Island’s benefits to the public, the issues Mr. Naumann raises are 332 

not materially important and do not, as Mr. Naumann claims, invalidate or call into 333 

question Rock Island’s benefits studies in this proceeding.  The technical issues raised by 334 

Mr. Naumann are summarized in Rock Island Exhibit 2.18 sponsored by Dr. Galli.  The 335 

issues fall into three categories.  The first category (items 1, 2 and 7 on Rock Island 336 

Exhibit 2.18) can be completely eliminated or resolved by the installation of new 337 

equipment.  This equipment does affect the Project cost, albeit by a relatively small 338 

amount, which in turn only impacts Mr. Zuraski’s form of benefits analysis, and not the 339 

benefits analysis presented by Mr. Moland and Dr. McDermott.  In its latest Project cost 340 

estimate, discussed in Section V of this testimony, Rock Island has incorporated the costs 341 

of all the equipment referenced in Rock Island Exhibit 2.18, including both system 342 

upgrades identified by PJM and MISO and the reactive equipment, or STATCOMs, 343 

discussed in Dr. Galli’s surrebuttal testimony.  In Section VI of this testimony, I present 344 

the results of Mr. Zuraski’s model using the latest Project cost estimate. 345 

  The second category of issues (items 3, 4 and 5 on Rock Island Exhibit 2.18) can 346 

be fully addressed by PJM’s security constrained economic dispatch.  PJM provides for 347 

the least cost dispatch of generation, including generation delivered by the Project, 348 

subject to the constraints of the transmission system to carry power to load.  The 349 

PROMOD model used by Mr. Moland mimics the function of PJM’s security constrained 350 

dispatch.  To the extent that Rock Island’s injection must compete with other generation 351 
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for the limited transmission capacity on the ComEd network, this competition is properly 352 

captured in the PROMOD results presented by Rock Island in this proceeding.  Because 353 

they rely upon the PROMOD model results prepared by Mr. Moland, the benefits 354 

analyses performed by Dr. McDermott and Mr. Zuraski also include the impacts of 355 

congestion and the PJM security constrained economic dispatch.   356 

  Only a system stability constraint (item 7 on Exhibit 2.18) may result in a limit on 357 

Rock Island’s injection level.  However, as Dr. Galli explains in his surrebuttal 358 

testimony, this limit will only apply during the outage of one of two ComEd 765 kV 359 

lines.  This state-dependent injection limit is called an “operating guide.”  Mr. Naumann 360 

claims that benefits studies presented by Rock Island are “incomplete” and “overstate 361 

benefits” because they do not incorporate the operating guide.18  However, Mr. 362 

Naumann’s position is itself greatly overstated.  As discussed by Mr. Moland in his 363 

surrebuttal testimony, it is not typical for benefit studies to model the detail of 364 

transmission outages.  Benefits studies aim to capture typical or normal results, while the 365 

operating guide Mr. Naumann discusses would apply only during rare contingencies.  366 

Further, as Mr. Moland’s surrebuttal testimony shows, and as I discuss below, even when 367 

the detail of possible outages of one of the two ComEd 765 kV lines and the operating 368 

guide are considered, it does not cause a material change in Rock Island’s benefits.  369 

Q. What is the potential economic impact of the operating guide? 370 

A. The operating guide would not limit Rock Island’s injection in typical or common 371 

conditions.  Rather, the operating guide would limit the amount of Rock Island’s 372 

injection of power to the PJM grid in certain limited circumstances, such as the outage of 373 

one of the two ComEd 765 kV lines that begin at the Collins Substation. (One goes to 374 

Plano and the other to Wilton Center.)  375 

                                                 
18 ComEd Exhibit 4.0, lines 370-380. 
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The frequency that the operating guide would be in effect is based on the outage 376 

rates of these two lines.  Based on nationwide data, the average outage rate for lines with 377 

a voltage of above 400 kV is 0.3%.19  Assuming this outage rate, a reduced injection level 378 

based on one of two 765 kV lines being out would apply only about 0.6% of the time.  In 379 

comparison to the national data, ComEd’s historical outage rates over the last ten years 380 

are substantially higher, at 2.8% for Plano-Collins and 1.3% for Wilton Center-Collins.20  381 

Even based on these data, the operating guide would only apply in a total of 4.1% of 382 

hours.   383 

When the operating guide is in effect, Rock Island’s injection level will be 384 

reduced to a pre-determined level.  Based on the PJM August 2013 SIS for the S57/S58 385 

queue position (previously provided by Dr. Galli as Rock Island Exhibit 2.13), we know 386 

that the Rock Island will be able to inject at least 700 MW at those times that the 387 

operating guide is in effect.  As discussed by Dr. Galli in his surrebuttal testimony, the 388 

PJM August 2013 SIS did not solve for the maximum level of injection, so 700 MW is 389 

the minimum limit, and the actual limit will be higher.  Further, the PJM August 2013 390 

SIS did not consider the impact of the STATCOMs to be installed by Rock Island.  As 391 

discussed in Dr. Galli’s surrebuttal testimony, the STATCOMs will increase the 392 

operating guide limit above 700 MW.   393 

In order to be conservative and to bound the economic impact of the operating 394 

guide, I asked Mr. Moland to model the 700 MW limit as a worst case scenario and 395 

assume all the undeliverable energy is curtailed, rather than sold into MISO at the 396 

Project’s western end.  Even in this worst case scenario, the impact on benefits is minor, 397 

as summarized in Rock Island Exhibits 3.7 and 3.8.  Based on Mr. Moland’s results, the 398 

                                                 
19 Rock Island Ex. 6.7, 173-182. 

20 ComEd Response to Rock Island Data Request 2.31. 
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Rock Island Project experiences a reduction of about 1.7% in the amount of energy it can 399 

deliver to the Collins substation.  In all of Mr. Moland’s four scenarios, both demand cost 400 

savings and carbon dioxide reductions decrease by less than 3% compared to the original 401 

results without the modeled outages and injection limit.   In other words, over 97% of the 402 

benefits remain—and this under a highly conservative and unlikely set of assumptions. 403 

B. Rock Island’s Commitment Not to Cost Allocate the Project 404 

Q. Mr. Naumann criticizes Rock Island’s proposed condition on cost allocation as 405 

unworkable.  (ComEd Ex. 4.0, lines 506-15) What is your response? 406 

A. In the proposed condition, Rock Island commits not to recover costs from Illinois 407 

ratepayers through PJM or MISO regional cost allocation without a further Commission 408 

proceeding and authorization.  Rock Island stands ready to modify the wording of the 409 

condition to clarify any ambiguities in response to the suggestions of other parties.  410 

However, Mr. Naumann did not offer any specific suggestions for Rock Island or the 411 

Commission to consider.   A fair synopsis of his position is that the Commission cannot 412 

issue a CPCN to Rock Island because there is no way to assure Rock Island will honor its 413 

commitment.  Mr. Naumann’s rebuttal testimony re-complicates an issue which has 414 

already been resolved in a simple manner:  In response to concerns that Rock Island 415 

could abandon its merchant model and instead use regional cost allocation, Rock Island is 416 

willing to make a binding commitment not to use regional cost allocation without further 417 

Commission approval. 418 

Q. Mr. Naumann expresses the concern that “Mr. Barry (sic) cannot prevent some 419 

party (perhaps even future Rock Island management) from pushing for inclusion of 420 

the Projection (sic) in the RTEP, nor can he assure the Commission that PJM will 421 

not reclassify the Project.”  (ComEd Ex. 4.0, lines 517-519)  Should the Commission 422 

be worried about this possibility? 423 
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A. No.  Rock Island will commit not to use regional cost allocation as a condition of its 424 

rights to build, own and operate the Project in Illinois.  Not only will Rock Island likely 425 

have a negative covenant in its financing agreements forbidding Rock Island from 426 

violating the conditions of its CPCN, but I understand that the Commission is empowered 427 

to enforce CPCN conditions.  If Rock Island does not abide by the condition, the 428 

Commission can revoke Rock Island’s rights.  429 

Q. Mr. Naumann implies that Rock Island could become part of the MISO and PJM 430 

regional transmission plans for purposes of regional cost allocation without any 431 

action on the part of Rock Island.  Is that a plausible scenario? 432 

A. No.  Mr. Naumann’s argument that Rock Island cannot prevent PJM and MISO from 433 

recovering costs on Rock Island’s behalf (ComEd Ex. 4.0, lines 519-532, 548-554) 434 

assumes that the Rock Island Project is already part of the MISO or PJM plan for 435 

purposes of regional cost allocation.  What Mr. Naumann does not explain is how the 436 

Rock Island Project becomes part of a regional plan for purposes of cost allocation 437 

without Rock Island taking affirmative actions prohibited by the condition in its CPCN.  438 

 Mr. Naumann admits he has no knowledge of a project being cost allocated 439 

without the transmission owner taking affirmative actions.21  In the case of PJM, the 440 

RTEP provides for a competitive solicitation for the right to build new projects selected 441 

in the RTEP.  If (hypothetically) the RTEP identified the need for an HVDC line from 442 

Northwest Iowa to Collins substation, Rock Island would have to submit a proposal to 443 

PJM to build the designated project.  Mr. Naumann’s idea that PJM could “reclassify the 444 

Project”22 with no action by Rock Island is therefore at odds with the way the PJM RTEP 445 

actually works.  And even if Rock Island did submit a proposal to sponsor an HVDC line 446 

                                                 
21 ComEd Response to Rock Island Data Request 4.3. 

22 ComEd Ex. 4.0, line 519. 
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resembling the Rock Island Project, Rock Island would still have to take many 447 

affirmative actions before it recovered costs through PJM regional cost allocation.  These 448 

actions include signing the PJM Transmission Owners’ Agreement, revising Rock 449 

Island’s rate authority with FERC, which as it stands forbids cost recovery through 450 

socialized rates,23 submitting the required accounting information to the RTO, and 451 

actually accepting the funds.  A similar series of actions is required in MISO’s regional 452 

cost allocation process.  The idea that cost allocation “happens to” a transmission owner 453 

without any actions by that transmission owner is absurd, unprecedented and bizarre. 454 

Q. Mr. Naumann suggests that Rock Island’s commitment not to recover costs from 455 

“retail ratepayers in Illinois” is insufficient.  (ComEd Ex. 4.0, lines 533-547) What is 456 

your response? 457 

A. Again, I restate Rock Island’s willingness to modify the condition to remove ambiguities, 458 

but Mr. Naumann did not suggest any changes to the condition.  As I explain below, I 459 

believe the condition still works as proposed.  Nevertheless, and in order to remove any 460 

possible doubt regarding Mr. Naumann’s concerns, I will suggest a couple of minor 461 

modifications to the text. 462 

  Mr. Naumann is literally correct that wholesale market participants such as retail 463 

electric suppliers, and not individual retail ratepayers, are charged PJM and MISO 464 

transmission rates by the RTOs, and retail electric suppliers in turn pass these rates 465 

through to their customers.24  Nevertheless, transmission costs are allocated on the basis 466 

                                                 
23 As a condition of Rock Island’s negotiated rate authority, FERC states “Rock Island has agreed to bear 
all the risk that the Project will succeed or fail based on whether a market exists for its services.  Rock 
Island also has no ability to pass on any costs to captive ratepayers.”  Rock Island Clean Line LLC, 139 
FERC ¶ 61,142 at P 16 (2012). 

24 As Mr. Naumann states, “ComEd’s delivery tariffs allow it to pass through all PJM transmission costs 
(and other costs).”  ComEd E. 4.0, lines 545-546. 
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of load zones.  This is the common meaning of “regional cost allocation:” that costs 467 

across a region are allocated to different load zones.   468 

PJM and MISO charge retail electric suppliers for each MW of peak load they 469 

serve using a separate rate in each transmission zone.  Retail electric suppliers in turn 470 

recover this zonal transmission charge from the customers they serve in the relevant zone. 471 

Thus, as contemplated in Rock Island’s proposed condition, it is very possible to trace 472 

wholesale transmission charges to the service of customers in a particular geographic 473 

area.  When Mr. Naumann states “ComEd appreciates Rock Island’s recognition of 474 

ComEd’s concern about the possible cost impact of the line on load in its zone”25 475 

(emphasis added), he is underlining the way transmission rates are charged in PJM—by 476 

the amount of peak load in each zone. 477 

When I proposed that Rock Island commit not to recover costs “through PJM or 478 

MISO regional cost allocation from Illinois retail ratepayers,” the phrase “through 479 

regional cost allocation” is meant to encompass the sequence described by Mr. Naumann 480 

where PJM or MISO charge retail electric suppliers on the basis of their geographic 481 

service to retail customers, and then the retail electric suppliers recover costs from those 482 

retail customers.  However, I have no objection if the text of the condition is more 483 

explicit.   484 

Q. How can the proposed condition be modified to address Mr. Naumann’s concerns? 485 

A. I have restated the condition below with the addition of the italicized language: 486 

Prior to recovering any Project costs from Illinois retail ratepayers through 487 
PJM or MISO regional cost allocation, Rock Island will obtain the permission 488 
of the Illinois Commerce Commission in a new proceeding initiated by Rock 489 
Island. For the purposes of the prior sentence, any system upgrades set forth 490 
in an interconnection agreement with PJM or MISO and the costs of which 491 
are allocated to Rock Island will be considered “Project costs.”  For the 492 
avoidance of doubt, the phrase “recovering any Project costs from Illinois 493 

                                                 
25 ComEd Ex. 4.0, lines 512-513. 
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retail ratepayers through PJM or MISO regional cost allocation” includes 494 
the recovery of costs through PJM and MISO transmission service charges 495 
that are paid by retail electric suppliers in respect of their electric load 496 
served in Illinois. 497 

 498 
Q. Mr. Naumann objects that Rock Island has not waived its right to file a complaint at 499 

FERC if Rock Island disagrees with the network upgrades assigned to the Project 500 

by PJM. (ComEd Ex. 5.0, lines 560-568) What is your response? 501 

A. Rock Island has no plans or basis at this time to file a complaint at FERC and strongly 502 

prefers to resolve any interconnection issues through dialogue with PJM and ComEd.  503 

Nevertheless, the right of interconnection customers to appeal to FERC as to the need for 504 

a network upgrade and/or the specific upgrades required in connection with a new project 505 

is an important right.  Mr. Naumann claims such a complaint would potentially “shift” 506 

network upgrade costs from Rock Island to ComEd delivery customers.   This is not 507 

correct.  If a network upgrade is required due to a generator interconnection request and 508 

provides no other benefits, the PJM Tariff makes it abundantly clear that the 509 

interconnection customer must pay for it.  FERC has approved the PJM Tariff containing 510 

this provision, and I know of no reason it would or could be challenged.  However, if an 511 

upgrade is not actually required, if the upgrade benefits other interconnection customers 512 

that are not assigned a pro rata cost in accordance with the PJM Tariff, or if there is an 513 

error in the technical studies, Rock Island should be able to pursue its rights at FERC.  514 

Mr. Naumann does not explain how such a hypothetical complaint would harm ComEd’s 515 

customers or the Illinois public.  And in fact, not building an unneeded upgrade does not 516 

inflict harm of any sort and should be viewed as a beneficial outcome.  517 

C. Other Issues in Mr. Naumann’s Testimony 518 

Q. In his rebuttal testimony, Mr. Naumann states that ComEd will not allow Rock 519 

Island to install its transformers inside the existing Collins substation because he 520 

believes ComEd should not “risk having to buy new land to support the reliability 521 
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and economic needs of all of its delivery service customers.”  He also states that the 522 

cost for Rock Island to acquire other land will be minimal.  (ComEd Ex. 4.0, lines 523 

468-469, 491-492) What is your response? 524 

A. First, despite ComEd’s opposition to Rock Island’s application in this proceeding, the 525 

Project conveys broad benefits to ComEd’s delivery service customers in the form of 526 

reduced wholesale power prices, reduced costs for renewable portfolio standard (“RPS”) 527 

compliance, and improved electric reliability.  The Project will deliver enough electricity 528 

into the ComEd grid on an annual basis to meet the service needs of approximately 529 

1,400,000 homes.  Because of these benefits, it would be appropriate for ComEd to allow 530 

Rock Island to make use of land owned by ComEd at the Collins substation. 531 

Nevertheless, as Dr. Galli discusses in his surrebuttal testimony, Rock Island has a viable 532 

alternative, locating the transformers either on our converter land or on land it will 533 

acquire near the Collins substation.   534 

Second, in the confidential version of his testimony, Mr. Naumann cites the cost 535 

Rock Island has incurred to date for the eastern converter station land and asserts that the 536 

cost for Rock Island to acquire additional land is immaterial.  But the dollar amount Mr. 537 

Naumann cites is only the payment for acquiring an option on land for Rock Island’s 538 

converter station, and this option payment is only a fraction of the ultimate cost of the 539 

converter land acquisition.  Mr. Naumann is correct, however, that this additional cost is 540 

small relative to the total cost of the Rock Island Project.  541 

Q. In his cross-rebuttal testimony to Wind on the Wires witness Michael Goggin, Mr. 542 

Naumann argues that the Project is not needed because there is no physical delivery 543 

requirement in the Illinois RPS.  (ComEd Ex. 3.0, lines 96-113)  Do you agree with 544 

his position? 545 
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A. No.  I disagree for several reasons.  Many states in the PJM region, such as New Jersey, 546 

Maryland and Delaware, do have requirements that renewable energy must be delivered 547 

to PJM in order to satisfy the RPS.26  Further, a REC can only be created when a 548 

renewable resource facility generates electricity and sells it to a customer or a power 549 

pool.  Without a grid connection that provides access for the generator’s output to a 550 

customer or power pool, no RECs can be generated, either.  The need for new 551 

transmission becomes even clearer when the cost of RPS compliance is considered.  In 552 

order to supply low cost RECs, a wind generator must also be able to access a robust 553 

market for energy and capacity.  If wind generators cannot sell their energy and capacity 554 

at a reasonable price, they must recover more and more of their capital costs through the 555 

sales of RECs, pushing up prices.  With a transmission connection to a strong market, 556 

however, wind generators can recover more and more of their costs through selling 557 

energy and capacity at market rates, and therefore can charge less for RECs.  Finally, 558 

without a transmission outlet allowing physical delivery to Illinois, the substantial 559 

wholesale market power price reductions and emission reductions described in this 560 

proceeding would accrue primarily to other states, not to Illinois.  The Illinois public 561 

interest is advanced by physical delivery of renewable power to Illinois. 562 

Q. In his cross-rebuttal testimony to Mr. Goggin, Mr. Naumann argues that the Project 563 

is not needed because there are plenty of wind projects in the PJM queue already to 564 

meet the Illinois RPS.  (ComEd Ex. 3.0, lines 127-142)  What is your response? 565 

A. Again, I disagree with Mr. Naumann’s testimony.  First, only a small percentage of 566 

projects in the PJM queue actually get built, often due to transmission constraints.  567 

Second, as I discussed in prior testimony, there are real cost advantages to the public 568 

                                                 
26 All three states use the PJM Generator Attribute Tracking System which issues renewable energy 
certificates only to those generators evidencing delivery into the PJM grid. 
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from being able to access the best wind resources.27  Even though there are many wind 569 

development projects in the PJM queue, the wind energy delivered by the Project is a 570 

cheaper alternative.  Third, as I discussed in prior testimony, geographic diversity in wind 571 

resources will reduce variability and integration costs.  Trying to comply with regional 572 

RPS by only building wind farms in Illinois and Indiana, as Mr. Naumann suggests, 573 

would create larger variability in power output as compared to a geographically diverse 574 

portfolio of wind resources including wind generation in the Resource Area delivered to 575 

Illinois via the Project.28  Fourth, as I have shown in my previous testimony, both the new 576 

wind generation that will connect to the Project and new wind generation in Illinois and 577 

Indiana will be needed to meet the RPS requirements of Illinois and other PJM states.29   578 

Q. Mr. Naumann contends that PJM has agreed not to require Rock Island to receive a 579 

CPCN from the Commission prior to signing an interconnection agreement  580 

(ComEd Ex. 4.0, lines 638-640) and that you selectively quoted the PJM Manual in 581 

support of your position that the Commission should not require a signed 582 

interconnection agreement in order to grant a CPCN.  What is your response? 583 

A. As I noted in my rebuttal testimony, the PJM Tariff states that: 584 

In order to proceed with an Interconnection Service Agreement, within 60 585 
days after the receipt of the Facilities Study....a Transmission 586 
Interconnection Customer must demonstrate that it has (i) obtained any 587 
necessary local, county, and state siting permits or other required 588 
approvals for the construction of its proposed Merchant D.C. 589 
Transmission Facilities…30 590 

 591 

                                                 
27 Rock Island Ex. 10.0, lines 141-195. 

28 Rock Island Ex. 10.0, lines 540-594. 

29 Rock Island Ex. 10.14 Revised, lines 1343-1357. 

30 Section 212.5 of the PJM Open Access Transmission Tariff.  Available at 
http://www.pjm.com/~/media/documents/agreements/tariff.ashx.  (Last accessed November 4, 2013).   
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The Tariff is clear that permits should be obtained prior to signing an Interconnection 592 

Agreement.   593 

I did not, as Mr. Naumann suggests, selectively quote the PJM Manual in support 594 

of my position.31  In fact, in my rebuttal testimony, I summarized and quoted the 595 

paragraph of the Manual which Mr. Naumann claims I omitted, which mentions the 596 

possibility of extensions in milestone dates.32  So that there is no confusion, the full text 597 

of the relevant provision in the PJM Tariff, which is also summarized in the Manual, is as 598 

follows:  599 

The Transmission Provider may reasonably extend any such milestone dates 600 
(including those required in order to proceed with an Interconnection 601 
Service Agreement) in the event of delays not caused by the Interconnection 602 
Customer, such as unforeseen regulatory or construction delays that could 603 
not be remedied by the Interconnection Customer through the exercise of 604 
due diligence.33 605 

Mr. Naumann’s rebuttal testimony includes an e-mail from PJM to ComEd, which 606 

according to Mr. Naumann fully resolves the issue of the PJM Tariff requiring Rock 607 

Island to obtain or pursue a CPCN prior to signing an interconnection.34 Yet the letter 608 

leaves much unsaid.  The communication, which is an email from a PJM Staff member 609 

and not an official determination or policy change by PJM, merely states that “at this 610 

time, PJM does not feel that this is an appropriate milestone” to require Rock Island to 611 

have all required state certifications.  The letter leaves open the possibility of a different 612 

interpretation at a later date.  The letter does not say that a CPCN is not a “state permit” 613 

of the sort required by the PJM Tariff, and the seeming willingness to grant an extension 614 

                                                 
31 ComEd Ex 4.0, lines 630-638. 

32 Rock Island Ex. 10.14 Revised, lines 605-611. 

33 Section 212.5 of the PJM Open Access Transmission Tariff.  Available at 
http://www.pjm.com/~/media/documents/agreements/tariff.ashx.  (Last accessed November 4, 2013).   

34 ComEd Ex. 4.01 
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expressed in the letter does not change what the Tariff says.  The Tariff contemplates 615 

merchant transmission developers obtaining or at least pursuing their key permits prior to 616 

signing an interconnection agreement.  Mr. Naumann’s proposed sequence of 617 

development, in which a signed interconnection agreement would be required before a 618 

CPCN can be issued by the Commission, remains at odds with the PJM Tariff.   619 

It also remains the case that Mr. Naumann does not explain why the RTO 620 

processes cannot be trusted to resolve themselves, including resolving any potential 621 

reliability issues associated with the interconnection of the new facility, without the 622 

Commission’s detailed involvement.  As I explained earlier, Mr. Naumann’s claim that 623 

the open issues in the interconnection process call into question the benefits of the Project 624 

is overstated and misguided.    Making a signed interconnection agreement a required 625 

prerequisite to receiving a CPCN would cause needless delay, would not actually protect 626 

the Illinois public from any risks, and would raise the possibility of a conflict with the 627 

PJM Tariff.  Rock Island fully agrees that it must sign interconnection agreements with 628 

PJM and MISO before operating the Project.  As I have stated in my rebuttal testimony, 629 

Rock Island would not object to conditioning its CPCN to require Rock Island to sign 630 

these interconnection agreements before energizing the Project, though this requirement 631 

already exists by law.35 632 

Q. Has ComEd been able to participate in the PJM interconnection process to address 633 

the alleged reliability concerns described in Mr. Naumann’s testimony? 634 

A. Yes.  ComEd has been intimately involved in the PJM interconnection process.  As one 635 

example, I note that a senior executive of Exelon sent a letter to a senior executive of 636 

PJM expressing concerns with the August 2013 SIS for Rock Island, even before Rock 637 

Island received the August 2013 SIS  study and report from PJM.  PJM’s response shows 638 

                                                 
35 Rock Island Ex. 10.14 Revised, lines 862-866 
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that it took a different position from the views expressed by the senior Exelon executive, 639 

but ComEd and Exelon had the opportunity to voice their concerns and have them 640 

properly considered by PJM as part of the interconnection process.36 641 

Q. Mr. Naumann argues that your comparison of system upgrades between the Rock 642 

Island Project and Illinois wind farms neglects to include the cost of generator tie 643 

lines to connect wind generation to the Project’s western converter station.  (ComEd 644 

Exhibit 4.0, lines 588-621)  What is your response?  645 

A. Mr. Naumann is mixing two different categories of costs.  Wind farms in both the 646 

Resource Area and Illinois, and in fact nearly every electric generation plant of any kind, 647 

must build a generation tie line, or have one built, to connect the generators to the bulk 648 

electric power grid.  Separately, wind farms in the Resource Area and Illinois must pay 649 

for the costs of the upgrades, if any, allocated to them by the interconnecting RTO or 650 

transmission owner, including upgrades to the substation to which they connect 651 

(sometimes called “Direct Connection Upgrades”).   In the case of wind generators 652 

connecting to the Project, Rock Island will pay for the necessary upgrades, and the 653 

generators will then pay indirectly for these costs, through Rock Island’s transmission 654 

rates, when they buy capacity on the Rock Island Project.37  655 

The comparison I performed in my rebuttal testimony, between the system 656 

upgrades faced by Rock Island and the system upgrades faced by Illinois wind farms, is a 657 

                                                 
36 See Rock Island Exhibit 2.17, provided by Dr. Galli in his surrebuttal testimony. 

37Some context for this discussion may be useful. I originally introduced the system upgrade costs to be 
paid by Illinois wind generators in my review of Mr. Zuraski’s initial modeling results, in which he did 
not include system upgrade costs in the “Illinois Wind” scenarios but did include such costs in the 
“Project + Iowa Wind” scenarios (because the costs are included in Rock Island’s capital costs and 
transmission rates).  Thus my initial point was a valid one.  I did not break out generator tie line costs for 
the Illinois Wind and the Project + Iowa Wind scenarios because Mr. Zuraski had not separately included 
those costs in either scenario, but rather included them at part of wind farm capital costs—which is a 
typical practice.  Mr. Naumann then interjected a separate discussion of the cost for wind farms to 
connect to the Rock Island Project, but did not provide any discussion of the costs of generator tie lines to 
connect Illinois wind farms to the bulk electric grid. 
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valid comparison.  It is not appropriate to include the cost of generator tie lines in this 658 

comparison because they are a separate kind of cost.  It would be meaningful, as I do 659 

below, to compare generation tie line costs for wind farms in the Resource Area which 660 

connect to the Project to generation tie line costs for Illinois wind farms. However, Mr. 661 

Naumann did not perform this comparison. 662 

Q. Is it necessary, as Mr. Naumann suggests, to build long generation tie lines to 663 

connect wind farms to the Project’s western converter station? 664 

A. No.  Rock Island chose the location of the western converter station to be in the 665 

immediate proximity of the outstanding wind resources in Northwest Iowa.  As I discuss 666 

in prior testimony, there is over 45,000 MW of wind potential in O’Brien County, where 667 

the western converter station is located, and the neighboring nine counties in Iowa.38  668 

Each of these nine counties is, in its entirety, 30-40 miles across.  Consequently, there is 669 

no need to build long generation tie lines to access the outstanding wind resources in this 670 

area.  For example, in preparing the wind profile I provided to Mr. Moland, which I 671 

discuss in my direct testimony, I selected only potential wind farms located less than 50 672 

miles from Rock Island’s converter station location. 673 

Q. Given the large amount of wind potential in close proximity to the western 674 

converter station, why does Rock Island Exhibit 10.19 Revised also include wind 675 

developers in Nebraska and South Dakota? 676 

A. Wind speeds generally increase to even higher levels in eastern Nebraska and southeast 677 

South Dakota.  Developers in these areas may be able to pay for longer generation tie 678 

lines because of their capacity factor advantage.  Though this could result in an 679 

improvement to the Rock Island Project’s baseline delivered cost of energy, in no way do 680 

the benefits studies in this proceeding rely on Nebraska or South Dakota wind farms. 681 

                                                 
38 Rock Island Ex. 10.0, lines 110-112. 
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Q. Does Mr. Naumann provide reasonable estimates of the cost for wind farms to build 682 

generation tie lines to the Project’s Northwest Iowa converter station? 683 

A. No.  His estimates are selective and skewed.  Mr. Naumann selects two wind 684 

development projects located outside of Iowa.  However, of the sixteen generators in 685 

Rock Island Exhibit 10.19 Revised for whom locations are specified, eleven are located 686 

in Iowa, closer to the Project’s planned converter station in O’Brien County, Iowa.  The 687 

first of Mr. Naumann’s two examples is a 100 MW wind farm in Knox County, 688 

Nebraska.  However, he calculates the tie line cost for this wind farm as if it were the 689 

only wind farm using the line.  In reality, such a small wind farm would split the cost of a 690 

line with several other generators.  Mr. Naumann’s second example is assumed to be over 691 

400 miles away in Lincoln County, Nebraska.  Unfortunately, due to an error in the 692 

originally-filed Rock Island Exhibit 10.19 (which I have corrected in Rock Island Exhibit 693 

10.19 Revised), the actual location of this wind farm development is Lincoln County, 694 

South Dakota—under 100 miles from the Project’s proposed converter station.  It is 695 

worth repeating, as I mentioned above, that generators from adjacent states will only 696 

connect to Rock Island if they are cheaper than more local alternatives in Northwest Iowa 697 

and can justify the cost of longer generation tie lines. 698 

Q. What is a more realistic estimate of the generation tie line costs needed to connect 699 

over 4,000 MW of generation in Northwest Iowa to the Project’s western converter 700 

station? 701 

A. A more realistic calculation of tie line costs would assume generators located in 702 

Northwest Iowa build double-circuit 345 kV lines to connect to the Project’s western 703 

converter station. A 40 mile generation tie will reach into any of the surrounding nine 704 

counties that border O’Brien County.  Assuming a 1,000 MW wind farm or group of 705 

wind farms pays for a forty mile 345 kV line at a cost of $2 million per mile, this adds 706 
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approximately $80/kW to the project cost.  In contrast, Mr. Naumann’s estimates were 707 

$800-$1,500 per kW.  708 

I have worked on financing the construction of several wind farms in Illinois and 709 

Indiana, and an $80/kW cost is similar to the cost incurred by those wind farms for 710 

building generation tie lines.  Compared to Illinois wind farms, wind farms in the 711 

Resource Area connecting to the Project are not at a cost disadvantage. 712 

Q. Mr. Naumann states your analysis of the average interconnection costs for Illinois 713 

wind farms is outdated.  What is your response? 714 

A. The PJM queue is constantly being updated.  One of the PJM queue positions I included 715 

in my prior analysis, W2-048, contributed to $56.5 million of network upgrades 716 

according to its Feasibility Study, but as Mr. Naumann points out, the subsequent SIS, 717 

issued in July 2013, saw these upgrades eliminated.  (This is similar to the sequence of 718 

events in PJM’s SIS for the Rock Island S57/S58 queue positions.)  Rock Island Exhibit 719 

10.28 provides the latest upgrade estimates for projects in the PJM queue.  The average 720 

cost of PJM upgrades for Illinois wind farms ($59,103 per MW) remains higher than the 721 

upgrade cost per MW for the Rock Island Project, and the conclusions presented in my 722 

rebuttal testimony are not affected.  723 

IV. RESPONSE TO JEFFREY GRAY 724 

Q: Dr. Gray argues that the Project can only demonstrate need through capacity 725 

contracts.  (ILA Ex. 7.2, lines 23-29)  Do you concur? 726 

A: No, I do not.  As Rock Island demonstrates in this proceeding, wind developers need 727 

additional transmission like the Project to build out the outstanding wind resource in the 728 

Resource Area.  The Project is needed to economically and efficiently meet the Illinois 729 

RPS requirements, the RPS requirements of other PJM states and the demand for clean 730 

energy generally.  As I explain in my rebuttal testimony, Rock Island is in the process of 731 
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commercial discussions with many generator customers.  However, final capacity 732 

agreements are neither feasible nor necessary at this time. 733 

  Though I acknowledge, as does Dr. Gray, that this is a legal issue for parties to 734 

address in briefs, I note Dr. Gray’s attempt to cite provisions of the Illinois Public 735 

Utilities Act in support of his position is based on a selective and narrow reading.  He 736 

quotes the statutory requirement that to grant a CPCN, the Commission must find “that 737 

the proposed construction is necessary to provide adequate, reliable, and efficient service 738 

to its customers.”39  Dr. Gray highlights the presence of the word “customers” to support 739 

his position that without specifically identified subscribers, Rock Island fails the statutory 740 

test.   However, Rock Island’s specific customers do not have to be identified in order to 741 

conclude there is a class or group of customers that need the Project.  Wind developers in 742 

the Resource Area need the Project in order to proceed with their wind farms, and Illinois 743 

retail electric suppliers need the Project in order to comply with the Illinois RPS in the 744 

most cost-effective way.  Further, the word “customers” in this context seems to refer to 745 

the general public of electricity consumers who benefit from an efficient and reliable 746 

electric system.  All end users of electricity, and not just the specific users of a line, 747 

benefit from “adequate, reliable and efficient” transmission.  If the Commission only 748 

considered the welfare and convenience of specific users of the line, all studies showing a 749 

general public benefit would be irrelevant to meeting the statutory requirement.  This 750 

would be a nonsensical result contrary to typical practice.  751 

Q. Dr. Gray criticizes the Project for its land use impacts in Illinois.  Has Dr. Gray 752 

suggested any alternative ways to deliver or generate renewable electricity with a 753 

lesser land use impact? 754 

                                                 
39 Section 8-406(b)(1) of the Illinois Public Utilities Act 
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A. No, he has not.  In his direct testimony, Dr. Gray criticized the Project’s land use impacts 755 

in Illinois, but he and the other ILA witnesses did not propose any routing alternatives to 756 

the Project’s Preferred Route, or alternatives of any kind, that would reduce land use 757 

impact.  In my rebuttal testimony, I pointed out that the most obvious alternative to the 758 

Rock Island Project, building over 4,000 MW of new wind farms in Illinois (which Staff 759 

witness Mr. Zuraski also analyzed as an alternative to the Project), would have a much 760 

higher land use impact in Illinois than will the Project.40  In response, Dr. Gray’s rebuttal 761 

testimony offers only the hope that the MISO planning process will consider land use 762 

impacts with the result that some future, unspecified transmission line that goes through 763 

the MISO planning process could have a lesser impact than the Project.  Dr Gray ventures 764 

that “as future transmission projects are vetted for inclusion in future MVP portfolios, 765 

stakeholders will have an opportunity to examine land-use impacts.”41  But his hope is 766 

misplaced.  The states, not MISO, have jurisdiction over transmission line siting, and 767 

MISO’s ninety page report on the cost-benefit analysis for the MISO MVP Projects does 768 

not even mention land use or agricultural impacts.42  As an example, for Ameren 769 

Transmission Company’s Illinois Rivers Project, which is comprised of a number of 770 

MISO MVP Projects, it is the Commission, in Docket 12-0598, and not MISO, which is 771 

considering land use impacts and making the final determinations as to the locations and 772 

routing of the transmission line.   773 

When Rock Island asked Dr. Gray, in a data request, about how PJM and MISO 774 

regional planning processes have or will consider land use, he provided no further 775 

                                                 
40 Rock Island Ex. 10.14 Revised, lines 1536-1542. 

41 ILA Ex. 7.2, lines 94-96. 

42Multi Value Project Portfolio Report.  Available at 
https://www.misoenergy.org/Library/Repository/Study/Candidate%20MVP%20Analysis/MVP%20Portfo
lio%20Analysis%20Full%20Report.pdf.  Last accessed on November 10, 2013. 
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explanation or examples, and he admitted that he had not reviewed how the PJM and 776 

MISO plans have incorporated land use impacts.43  His only example of “stakeholders” 777 

considering land use was American Transmission Company’s now expired 2011 778 

transmission planning criteria.  Unfortunately, the commitment of one utility to consider 779 

land use impacts, a commitment shared by Rock Island, says nothing about why regional 780 

planning processes can produce transmission alternatives with a lower land use impact 781 

than the Rock Island Project.    As I mentioned above, the regional planning process does 782 

not determine the routes for a transmission line in Illinois, because this duty falls to the 783 

Commission.   784 

Even more misplaced is Dr. Gray’s worry that approval of the Project “could 785 

displace the development of beneficial networked AC transmission lines.”44  Dr. Gray 786 

does not specify which lines would be displaced or anything about them, and as Dr. Galli 787 

discussed in his direct testimony, multiple sets of AC lines would have a much larger 788 

land use footprint than the Project.45   789 

Q. Dr. Gray implies that the MISO MVP Projects are an alternative to the Rock Island 790 

Project.  (ILA Ex. 7.2, lines 77-90) What is your response?  791 

A. As I pointed out in prior testimony, the MVP Projects and Rock Island serve different 792 

regions and have different objectives, and both can be justified as needed by the size of 793 

the Illinois and regional RPS demand.46  The MVP Projects were specifically approved 794 

and dimensioned to meet MISO RPS requirements, not the much larger PJM RPS 795 

requirements.  Dr. Gray asserts that wind farms connected to the MVP projects can sell 796 

                                                 
43 ILA Response to Rock Island Data Request 6.01. 

44 ILA Ex. 7.2, lines 89-90. 

45 Rock Island Ex. 2.0, lines 462-464. 

46 Rock Island Ex. 10.14 Revised, line 1439-1455. 
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their RECs to PJM entities with RPS obligations.  But this would quickly create a 797 

shortfall in MISO renewable energy targets. The same wind farms and the same 798 

transmission lines cannot at the same time satisfy both MISO and PJM RPS demand.  799 

Further, the MVP projects do not improve the transfer capacity from the wind-rich areas 800 

of MISO to the PJM system at a level sufficient to displace the need for the Project.  The 801 

MISO MVP Report evaluates this transfer capacity and finds that 432 MW of 802 

incremental transfer capacity for wind generators could be created between the wind rich 803 

areas of MISO and PJM.47  This is only about 12% of the capacity of the Rock Island 804 

Project and is a much smaller fraction than that of the Illinois and PJM RPS 805 

requirements.   806 

V. RESPONSE TO YASSIR RASHID 807 

Q. Mr. Rashid argues that a midpoint interconnection with the Project is economically 808 

infeasible and therefore will hinder the ability of Illinois electricity producers and 809 

users to access the HVDC transmission line.  (Staff Ex. 4.0R, lines 62-79)  He further 810 

states that the Project would have to incur the added costs of a midpoint converter 811 

to offer open access transmission service.  (Staff Ex. 4.0R, lines 103-110) What is 812 

your response? 813 

A. The transmission service offered by the Project is the transmission of electricity from the 814 

converter station in O’Brien County, Iowa to the PJM grid at the Collins Substation in 815 

Illinois.  Any eligible customer, whether based in Illinois or elsewhere, will be able to 816 

request the service and obtain the service if available (i.e. if the transmission line has not 817 

been completely subscribed or is not fully utilized during a given scheduling interval).48  818 

                                                 
47 Multi Value Project Portfolio Report, p. 48.  Of the 981 MW added in the Western wind zones, 44%, or 
432 MW was transferred to a sink in PJM. 

48 Rock Island Ex. 10.13, lines 127-128, 153-155. 
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Rock Island must hold itself out to serve any eligible customer because, as I have 819 

explained in prior testimony, Rock Island will be an open access transmission provider 820 

under FERC jurisdiction.  However, Rock Island does not need to provide service 821 

between all points along its route in order to be an open access transmission provider.  822 

Rock Island is required to offer nondiscriminatory access to the service it is offering to 823 

provide.  Rock Island’s open access transmission tariff dictating the terms of service will 824 

be administered by an RTO and subject to FERC oversight.49  Any utility or other 825 

wholesale market participant in MISO or PJM will be able to purchase the renewable 826 

energy enabled and delivered by the Project.  In this way, the public, and not just the 827 

specific users of the line, benefit from its existence.   828 

As Dr. Galli has discussed, HVDC is clearly the cheapest alternative to 829 

accomplish the objectives of the Project, connecting high capacity factor wind generation 830 

to the Collins substation, approximately 500 miles or more away from the Resource 831 

Area.50  If a transmission customer in Illinois wants to connect at a point other than the 832 

Collins substation, the Project may or may not be the cost-effective solution to provide 833 

transmission service.   The feasibility of a midpoint interconnection with the HVDC line 834 

depends on the objective of the customer.  As discussed in the surrebuttal testimony of 835 

Dr. Galli, an extra 1,000 MW of conversion capacity along the route would cost about 836 

$100 million according to our estimates.  If an entity wanted to move that much power 837 

over a substantial distance, it might be an attractive alternative.  But if a midpoint 838 

interconnection is not cost-effective, the Project still fulfills its original purpose in a cost-839 

effective manner and on an open-access basis.    840 

                                                 
49Rock Island Ex. 10.13, lines 112-333. 

50 Rock Island Ex. 2.11, lines 24-69 
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Q. Mr. Rashid requests that Rock Island provide additional cost information regarding 841 

the Illinois portion of the Project.  (Staff Ex. 4.0, lines 132-143).   Can you provide 842 

this information? 843 

A. Yes.  Rock Island’s latest Project cost estimate is $1.833 billion.  This Project cost 844 

estimate has been updated based upon (1) additional, more detailed routing work in Iowa, 845 

(2) additional cost estimation work by Kiewit since the time the Petition in this docket 846 

was originally filed, (3) the system upgrade costs set forth in the PJM August 2013 SIS, 847 

and (4) the cost of the STATCOMs discussed in Dr. Galli’s surrebuttal testimony.51  Of 848 

this estimate, the cost of the Illinois converter station, including reactive equipment, is 849 

estimated at $284.7 million; the AC facilities from the eastern converter station to the 850 

Collins Substation are estimated at $13.5 million; the cost of Illinois line construction is 851 

estimated at $265.5 million; and the cost of Illinois land acquisition is estimated at $28.3 852 

million.  Therefore, the total cost estimate for the Illinois portion of the Project 853 

(excluding system upgrades to be owned by other parties) is $592.0 million.   854 

VI.  RESPONSE TO RICHARD ZURASKI 855 

Q: Have you performed any updated model runs using the model developed by 856 

Commission Staff witness Mr. Zuraski? 857 

A. Yes, I have performed updated model runs based on comments in Mr. Zuraski’s rebuttal 858 

testimony, the latest Project cost, and the potential “operating guide” discussed in Mr. 859 

Naumann’s rebuttal testimony. 860 

Q. Do you agree with Mr. Zuraski’s position that his model should consider only five 861 

years of wholesale power price savings? 862 

                                                 
51 A detailed cost estimate was previously provided to Staff (and other parties) by Rock Island in a 
supplemental response to ICC Staff Data Request RJZ.2-4 dated September 12, 2013.  The Project cost 
estimate described in this testimony includes $70 million for the addition of STATCOM equipment to the 
Project budget.   
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A. No.  I still believe the longer-term savings are a more appropriate modeling assumption.  863 

Mr. Zuraski’s objection to this assumption is that “[l]ower LMPs reduce the incentive for 864 

investment in new generation. Less new investment in new generation places upward 865 

pressure on LMPs and capacity prices”52  Generally, I agree with his statement.  866 

However, in a “full cost” analysis like Mr. Zuraski’s, which includes both public and 867 

private costs and benefits, delays in the incurrence of the costs of generation additions, 868 

which result from installation of the Project, constitute additional benefits of the Project 869 

to the public.  Therefore, if the model includes the upward price impacts of delayed 870 

generation additions, it should also include the capital cost savings from these delays.  871 

Unfortunately, this is an intractable approach, since it would require building a model of 872 

the entire generation fleet as it would exist in the relevant regional markets with the 873 

Project and without the Project.  A simpler, more straightforward approach is to assume 874 

that generation supply remains static but for the alternatives being evaluated, and 875 

therefore LMP savings continue for the life of the Project. 876 

Nevertheless, I understand Mr. Zuraski’s desire to be conservative in LMP 877 

savings, and on this basis, I have run sensitivity scenarios using his model based on only 878 

five years of LMP savings.  As I will discuss below, these sensitivities demonstrate that 879 

the Project still conveys substantial benefits, both standing alone and compared to 880 

alternatives. 881 

Q. Mr. Zuraski asserts that a consumer discount rate is appropriate to discount the 882 

present value of revenue requirements under his model.  (Staff Ex. 6.0, lines 154-883 

170)  Do you agree? 884 

A. Yes.  There is no disagreement here.  For purposes of clarification, the modification I 885 

proposed to Mr. Zuraski’s model was to treat the transmission charge as paid by 886 

                                                 
52 Staff Ex. 6.0, lines 129-130. 
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generators.  This modification is important because it takes account of the generators’ tax 887 

position and cost of capital when measuring the impact of the transmission charge to the 888 

generators.  Any additional revenue requirement required from the Illinois public is still 889 

discounted at a consumer discount rate.  Both in my rebuttal and surrebuttal testimony, I 890 

use the same range of consumer discount rates for additional revenue requirements as Mr. 891 

Zuraski did in his original model runs.   892 

Q. Should there be any other changes made to the model? 893 

A. Yes.  The model should be updated for the latest Project cost, discussed in the previous 894 

section of this testimony.  However, I have kept the same capital cost sensitivities 895 

originally suggested by Mr. Zuraski (plus or minus 20%, i.e., increased or decreased 896 

Project costs of $367 million). 897 

Q. Please summarize the results of your additional runs of Mr. Zuraski’s model with 898 

the updated Project cost. 899 

A. Including the updated Project cost and the changes discussed in my rebuttal testimony, 900 

Mr. Zuraski’s model indicates that the Project is clearly beneficial compared to the 901 

alternative of no new transmission or generation construction, in which consumers 902 

purchase energy from the market.  Assuming a 5% real consumer discount rate, the 903 

average consumer benefit is $16.5 billion with Model A and $18.1 billion with Model 904 

B.53 These consumer benefits are depicted in Figures 3 and 6 in Rock Island Exhibit 905 

10.29.   906 

  Rock Island Exhibit 10.29 also contains a sensitivity using only five years of LMP 907 

savings.  The results of this sensitivity are depicted in Figures 3a and 6a.    Assuming a 908 

                                                 
53 Models A and B differ in the approach to the assumed capital structure of the alternatives studied.  
They are explained in Mr. Zuraski’s direct testimony.  See Staff Ex. 3.0, lines 359-375. 
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5% real consumer discount rate, the average consumer benefit is $6.9 billion with Model 909 

A and $8.6 billion with Model B. 910 

Compared to building new lower capacity factor wind generation in Illinois, the 911 

Project also proves economic, meaning the Project results in a lower revenue requirement 912 

than building local (Illinois) wind farms. Using Model A, this is true in the “base case” as 913 

well as in 93-97% of the sensitivity cases, depending on the discount rate used. Model B 914 

yields similar results; the Project results in higher consumer savings in the “base case” 915 

and in 93-99% of the sensitivity cases. These results are summarized in Figures 1, 4 and 7 916 

in Rock Island Exhibit 10.29.   The number of years of LMP savings does not affect these 917 

results. Since both the local wind and the Project scenarios are assumed generate the 918 

same LMP savings, both scenarios benefit equally from a longer period of LMP savings, 919 

and therefore the difference in benefits between the two scenarios remains unchanged. 920 

Q: Does the potential operating guide resulting from the PJM August 2013 System 921 

Impact Study Report, discussed in Mr. Naumann’s rebuttal testimony, call into 922 

question the cost-benefit results of Mr. Zuraski’s model? 923 

A. No, it does not.  I reran an alternative set of cases of Mr. Zuraski’s model assuming an 924 

operating guide limiting Rock Island’s injection to 700 MW anytime one of the two 925 

ComEd 765 kV lines from Collins is out of service.  As inputs into these model runs, I 926 

used the revised LMP savings, wholesale power prices, and lost energy (due to the 927 

operating guide) that are outputs of Mr. Moland’s model runs discussed in his surrebuttal 928 

testimony.  The results of my alternative cases are summarized in Rock Island Exhibit 929 

10.30. 930 

Even with the impacts of the potential operating guide, the Project is clearly 931 

beneficial compared to the alternative of no new transmission or generation construction, 932 

in which consumers purchase energy from the market.  Assuming a 5% real consumer 933 
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discount rate, the average consumer benefit is $16.3 billion with Model A and $17.9 934 

billion with Model B. These consumer benefits are depicted in Figures 3 and 6 in Rock 935 

Island Exhibit 10.30.   936 

Rock Island Exhibit 10.30 also contains a sensitivity using only five years of LMP 937 

savings.  The results of this sensitivity are depicted in Figures 3a and 6a.    Assuming a 938 

5% real consumer discount rate, the average consumer benefit is $6.8 billion with Model 939 

A and $8.4 billion with Model B. These consumer benefits are depicted in Figures 3 and 940 

6 in Rock Island Exhibit 10.30.   941 

When considering the operating guide, the Project still proves economic 942 

compared to building new lower capacity factor wind generation in Illinois, meaning the 943 

Project results in a lower revenue requirement than building local (Illinois) wind farms. 944 

Using Model A, this is true in the “base case” as well as in 92-97% of the sensitivity 945 

cases, depending on the discount rate used. Model B yields similar results; the Project 946 

results in higher consumer savings in the “base case” and in 93-99% of the sensitivity 947 

cases. These results are summarized in Figures 1, 4 and 7 in Rock Island Exhibit 10.30.   948 

For the same reason I discussed above, the number of years of LMP savings does not 949 

affect these results.  950 

Q. Mr. Zuraski states that his model can be used to determine the likelihood the 951 

Project will proceed without any additional cost allocation to ratepayers.  Do you 952 

agree? 953 

A. Yes.  As I discussed above, Mr. Zuraski’s model finds that the Project is the least cost 954 

alternative to meet Illinois and regional RPS demand.  Because Rock Island enjoys a cost 955 

advantage compared to local alternatives, Rock Island should be able to obtain capacity 956 

contracts which allow the Project to be built without any additional financial support or 957 

socialized cost recovery.   958 
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Q. Does this conclude your prepared surrebuttal testimony? 959 

A. Yes, it does. 960 


